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hen I was taking the
picture for this month’s
editor’s note, I realized
just how much larger
than life sports are here at Ohio State.
Maybe it was the sheer magnitude
of Ohio Stadium towering over my outof-shape midwesterner frame, or the
amount of scarlet and gray athletic apparel I saw with in 10 minutes. When
fall rolls into town, all things seemingly
stop and it’s officially football season.
And for a lot of you, admitting it or not,
watching the Buckeyes in this very stadium on Saturdays played a major role
in you coming here.
And who can blame you? If you
grew up in Ohio, Buckeye football is
the pinnacle of sports. It dominates
the headlines. It’s all your friends will
be talking about in class. And it’s probably all you’ll be talking about too.
But football season is so much
more than just piling into a stadium
and watching the Buckeyes work their
way to another playoff appearance. It’s
the pre-games in the morning at your
house with shower beers and (hopefully) breakfast with your roommates. It’s
all the parties and bars beforehand full
from wall-to-wall with other fans just
like you. It’s tossing a football your tiny
ass front yard. It’s the nail biters, barn
burners, defensive struggles, offensive overloads, overtime thrillers, and
rare losses that you endure together
no matter what. It’s having your best
friends over to watch the road game,
or it’s hopping in the car and going to
the road game. And it’s the celebrations
afterwards, whether that be religiously
watching the ESPN highlights all night
or rallying for a night of more drinking.
No matter how you do game day,
there’s no question it’s going to have an
impact on your college experience here
at Ohio State. The roads are wonky so
good luck escaping the madness and
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coming back. At the very least, there’s
an influx of 100,000 people on campus
so let me know how it goes when you
want to “pop out of the house to pick
up some Chipotle real quick.” There’s
two ways to approach this: ignore it, or
embrace it. And I think the latter is the
way to go.
This month we wanted to show
you just how to embrace the madness
that is football season. The Buckeyes
will face many opponents in the Shoe
this year, and the Buckeye Standup
Comedy Club is here to make sure you
are up-to-date on your trash talking
per team (pg. 68). The Buckeyes will
also be hitting the road this season for
games in Penn State, Purdue, Maryland, and Michigan State; we found
some students on-campus that are
from or familiar with each area to
dish out the best ways to do game days
there (pg. 60).
Another part of Buckeye football
is accepting the fandom that comes
with it, and what better way to find
your next new favorite athlete than
some funny home cooked superlatives
(pg. 64)? And if you’ve been a diehard
Bucknut since the day you were born,
it’s time for you to build Buckeye greatness with our $25 and under challenge
(pg. 66).
And unfortunately, there are those
tricky, shitty, awful games in cornfields (is last year’s Iowa game obvious
yet?). We’ll put those on your radar and
hopefully we’ll never have to say, “I
told you so.”
See, even football season is taking
over my editor’s note.

Disclaimer:
1870 is an independent publication and is not
affiliated with The Ohio State University. 1870 receives
NO STUDENT FEES or university funding. One free copy
per person. Additional copies $.50.
Opinions are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
views and opinions of the editor, publisher or the newspaper staff.
1870 is not liable for omissions, misprints or typographical errors. No
part of this publication may be reproduced without the express written
consent of the publisher.
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BIG PICTURE
Ah, the sweet feeling of celebrating a touchdown
in the Horseshoe. Football season is officially here.
Rejoice!
Photo by David Heasley

SHIT TO DO
Living in Columbus means there’s
never a shortage of events to go to,
parties to hit up, and musicians to
check out. This list is curated by the
editors here at 1870 Magazine, but we
are always on the lookout for the next
must see event! Have an event you feel
the world must know about? Shoot us
an email at editor@1870mag.com!

5

OUAB FLICKS FOR FREE:
DEADPOOL 2
THE OHIO UNION

Still broke from the first game of
the season? Tired of watching whatever your
roommate makes you watch because they always
hog the remote? Both are perfectly acceptable
reasons to check out OUAB’s first Flicks For
Free of the month. The free movie season starts
strong with Deadpool 2 plus your popcorn and
beverages are free.

8

OHIO STATE VS. RUTGERS
SCARLET KNIGHTS
THE OHIO STADIUM

The Big Ten season starts early for the
Buckeyes as Rutgers comes to Columbus the
second week of September. Will this game be
competitive? Judging how the last few years have
gone: probably not. It is, however, a great warm
up before the showdown in Dallas against TCU
the following week.

WAYNESTOCK: THE COMPLETE
WAYNE’S WORLD
STUDIO 35 CINEMA AND DRAFTHOUSE •
COTA: 31, 4

“Wayne’s World! Wayne’s World! Party time!
Excellent!” Studio 35 will be screening both the
first and second Wayne’s World during its Nite
Owl Theater. Doors open at 8 p.m., the first
movie starts at 10 p.m., and the second goes
on at 12:30 a.m. Get your Red Bull and vodkas
in you because it’s going to be a late night.

12
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TRYING, SNARLS,
STEVEN KING
THE SHRUNKEN HEAD • COTA: 2

Maybe it is 43 days after the release
of their latest album, but that isn’t
stopping Trying from hosting an
album celebration party. Comprised
of former and current OSU students,
Trying is an indie-pop band with
infectious tunes that makes music
for “people who make to-do lists and
never actually check it.” You know,
people like you and me. They’ll be
holding down the stage along with
Snarls and Steven King (the band,
not the author).

12

OUAB FLICKS
FOR FREE:
BLACK
PANTHER

THE OHIO UNION

OUAB keeps the Marvel theme rolling
into the second week of Flicks For
Free with a screening of the wildly
popular Black Panther. Even if you
aren’t a superhero movie fan, this
movie is totally worth the watch. It’s
empowering, well-written, and straight
-up badass. Seriously, tell us you
don’t want a high-tech suit like Black
Panther’s after watching the movie.
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GATEWAY FREE SCREENING: PITCH PERFECT
GATEWAY

Not in the mood for action-packed superhero movies at the Union? No worries. Just stroll down High Street a little further
and pop into Gateway for a free screening of Pitch Perfect on the outdoor big screen. There will be drink and food specials at
The District PourHouse (formerly World of Beer), but you don’t have to be 21 to hang out for the night.

14

KEVIN HART:
IRRESPONSIBLE TOUR
NATIONWIDE ARENA • COTA: 8

You’ve seen clips of his comedy specials
on Twitter, you’ve watched him both on the big screen and on
television, and now it’s time to catch him live and in-person.
Kevin Hart is one of the biggest names in the comedy game
right now and it’s for good reason. He can tell a hilarious
story, his mannerisms on stage add to his storytelling, and
he’s usually the butt-end of most of his jokes.

19

OUAB FLICKS
FOR FREE:
WON’T YOU BE
MY NEIGHBOR

THE OHIO UNION

OUAB switches things up with the
free screenings as the biopic on Mr.
Rogers, Won’t You Be My Neighbor,
will be playing. It’s no secret that the
soft and gentle mind of Mr. Rogers
was full of love, but seeing it from a
behind-the-scenes look puts it all in a
new perspective. Get your tissues ready
because this is surely a tear jerker.

21

POP STARS
AXIS CLUB• COTA: 2

Friday nights can be
pretty tame if you
aren’t 21, but not if you go to Axis for
their 18 or older Pop Stars night. DJ
Rob Engel will be your man in charge of
the tunes as he will be playing popular
music videos throughout the night.
He’ll also be taking requests, but try
and keep the requests for “One Kiss” by
Dua Lipa and Calvin Harris under 50.

15

FBA WATCH
PARTY 4 A CURE
THE WALRUS • COTA: 8

Remember when you and
your friends planned out that trip to Dallas
to see the Buckeyes take on TCU? Yup,
we know you never pulled the trigger on
those plane tickets. Luckily, The Walrus is
hosting a watch party and it’s for a good
cause. Hang out with other crazy fans as
the Buckeyes hopefully teach the Horned
Frogs a lesson or two about winning
football games at a “neutral” site.

14

15

90S NIGHT WITH
NICKELODEON’S
DANNY
TAMBERELLI AND
MICHAEL C. MARONNA

BOSSY GRRL’S PIN UP JOINT • COTA: 31

Nostalgia is in the air at Bossy Grrl’s for
their 90s night with Danny Tamberelli
and Michael C. Maronna. The duo
played brothers in a 1990s TV show,
The Adventures of Pete and Pete, and
continue to keep up with the facade that
they are “brothers”. The guys will be doing
a multitude of things on this night which
include cringing at old clips of them from the
90s to all the best hits from that era.
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WIZARDS
AND WANDS
BAR CRAWL
VARIES

Put your Harry Potter movie marathon
on hold this month and get out with
some diehard fans working their way
through the bars. Your ticket will get you
special deals and discounted drinks at
participating bars, plus a scarf like Harry
wears in the movie. Looks like you can
add to your Potter shrine and spend
an evening with a room full of people
who have been dreaming of attending
Hogwarts since its origins.

22

OHIO STATE
VS. TULANE
GREEN WAVE

THE OHIO STADIUM

Just a week before the showdown
at Penn State, the Buckeyes will
be taking on the Green Wave of
Tulane University. Last season, the
Green Wave finished with a record
of 5-7 placing near the bottom of
their conference, but don’t sleep on
the talent in the American Athletic
Conference! They had three teams
crack the top 25 last year!
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TEQUILA FEST COLUMBUS 2018
WOODLANDS BACKYARD • COTA: 31

Tequila is one of the most polarizing drinks when it comes to alcohol. You either hate it, or you’re crazy… Just
kidding—a world without tequila means a world without margaritas and that’s not a world we want to live in.
Let’s celebrate the devious drink even though the hangover the next day will be brutal. After all, the hangover is just another great
ƫ
excuse to drink more tequila.

24-29
(614) BURGER AND BEER WEEK
VARIES

With 75 different restaurants featured
during this week, you are going to be
sorely missing out if you don’t take
advantage of this deal. You can grab
a burger at one of the participating
locations for just $6, and of course wash
it all down with a craft beer. Or maybe
just a soda if you aren’t 21.

16
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Crushin’ Hard

Ya’ll got any uhhhhh…. Swipes?

The top @OSUCrush tweets from August

Looks like the upperclassmen
forgot about the whole iPad thing

The Ohio State University

and are willing to make a mutual
deal that includes meal swipes at

1870mag.com/crush

the dining hall. What do you say,

Joined April 2012

underclassmen?

Tweets

Following

Followers

Likes

39.3K

214

19.1K

1,250

Tweets

Tweets & replies

Media

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Mirror Lake because it’s finally close to being finished and actually looks like a lake. Except where is
Afro Duck?
10

Send in your crushes for a chance
to have them anonymously featured
on our Twitter or in the magazine!
Favorite a crush and who knows,
maybe you’ll connect!
Tweet to

Who to follow
1870 Magazine
@1870mag
Follow

340

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Just want to find me a girl to steal the Declaration of Independence with. :/

13

OSU Crush
@OSUCrush

255

Follow

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Any guy who would walk 500 miles (and then walk 500 more (just to be the man who walked a thousand miles (just to fall down at my
door))))
19
239

(614) Magazine
@614Magazine
Follow

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Just looking for an underclassman with some extra swipes.

37

237

Find people you know

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
NOT the freshman who are mean to their parents on move in day and act like they are too cool for them.
That pisses seniors off. Quit it.

6

237

OSU Crush trends
for August

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Sex is great, but have you rode the new scooters on campus yet?

14

188

OSU Crush @OSUCrush

#Freshmanipads
#PuppyPics
#MealPlanSwipes

Women belong in the kitchen. Men belong in the kitchen. That’s where the food is.

#BackOnOurBullshit

163
OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Not the Oval construction.

13

157

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
Ugly Tuna for all the wild nights... come back.

5

133

OSU Crush @OSUCrush
All the freshmen who I’m going to befriend for the sole purpose of getting swiped into KComm.

6

18

122
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CONSCIOUS
CLOUT
Nadiem Musleh is taking a different route in the rap game
BY TJ N E E R | P H OTO S BY CO L L I N S L A AT S C H

usic is a big part of all of our lives. Music is the alarm that
wakes us up, the ambiance walking across the Oval, and
the soundtrack to our nights out at the bar. But for Nadiem
Musleh, music is much more.
He freestyle rapped in high school. He and his friends would
spend time on the school bus rapping back and forth, but then it was
just a hobby. Fast forward to now and Nadiem has dropped an EP—
Exception—as well as a few singles. He’s working on his second album.
He mixes, he produces, he raps, he sings, and he goes on tours. And
he still shows up to class every semester, right alongside you. Music is
more than what he uses to fill his headphones, because his hopes are
that his music will fill yours.
His conscious rap tackles issues you may be struggling with, or,
at least, that you can understand as he weaves his lines together. His
catalogue, while young, has already tackled issues of depression, loneliness, and even being disowned.
“For me, if two people come up to me and say ‘wow, your music
changed me,’ that’s fine with me,” Nadiem said. “I don’t need the stats,
I don’t need the numbers, I’m cool with where I’m at. I wouldn’t
mind, but at the end of the day music is always going to be something
that helps me.”
And that idea is evident, no matter what song you listen to. His
music is his tool, and with it he wants to tell stories. And these stories
aren’t usually created in a few hours, or maybe even a few days. His
song Crossroads was written over the course of several months before
it was completed. On the song, Nadiem grappled with his loneliness,
failed relationships, and understanding his own self-worth.
Perhaps one situation that influenced his vulnerability in his
music was telling his family that he was going to pursue a career as a
rapper, despite already being in college.

M

himself the responsibility of facing down oppression and educating
those who oppress him—whether it’s accidental or intentional.
“I want to be the light to show people you can do whatever you
want,” Nadiem said. “Don’t become a product of what other people
tell you you are, because you’re not that.”
Throughout my time talking to Nadiem, he never talked down
on anyone. He said that he wants to make his name rapping a certain
way, but he never bashed someone who didn’t think the same way as
him or wanted to do it differently. His rapping might be conscious and
lyrical, but he holds no grudges against people who just want to make
hits over bass-heavy trap beats. He knows the ins-and-outs of the
business, and he holds having fun in the highest regard.
“I know some people don’t have fun when they do it because
it’s a business, but I would say, as an upcoming artist, just have fun,”
Nadiem said.
Seeing him work in the studio, his dedication to his craft—and to
his many identities—was abundant. He was working on a song about
Ohio State that drew on his experience at the school and his upbringing in Cleveland. It was also made to get people hyped for Buckeye
football. Take after take, he made small adjustments to make sure
he got everything right so that he was representing himself—and all
the things he stood for—just right. Dancing every time his producer
played it back, singing along and being excited to record the next take.
Because at the end of the day, if you aren’t having fun, then why
are you doing it? #
Nadiem released the single “Venom” as well as
the six song EP “Expectation” earlier this year and
both are available on Spotify and Apple Music.

“I want to be the light
to show people you can do
whatever you want.”
“It was hard because my parents didn’t go to college so they don’t
quite understand what I’m going through,” Nadiem said. “So when I
told them, they’re like ‘What do you mean? You’re gonna be a doctor,’
and I’m like ‘No, I’m not. I can be whatever the hell I want to be.’”
Nadiem’s experience as a student and a rapper are inseparable.
His influences come from his major in psychology, and he uses puns
and wordplay from the subject in his music, like the names of different parts of your brain to specify what he’s going through.
Perhaps even more inseparable from his rap career is his identity.
Nadiem is of Arabic descent, he comes from a Muslim family and he
is a Christian. The intersection of his various identities informs his
music and he uses it to motivate his songs, but he doesn’t want to live
under that label.
“One thing I hate is when people label me as this ‘Christian Rapper,’” Nadiem said. “I’m not a Christian rapper. I talk about what I’m
doing as a person mentally … I like having these spiritual metaphors
and analogs because I think it’s relevant to the topic at hand.”
Being of Arabic descent hasn’t been the easiest thing for Nadiem,
either. He noted that there aren’t many Arabian stars in hip-hop. DJ
Khaled is there, but he’s known as a producer. So, in addition to the
difficulty of trying to make it in the rap game, he said he also understands that it’s even harder when you don’t look like what people
expect—both as a student and as a rapper.
“I remember last semester, the first day of class, some girl came up
to me and said ‘Hey, do you speak English?’” Nadiem said.
But that sort of hardship has hardly discouraged him. He gives

20
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H

LENDING
A HELPING

HAND
How JustDiidz is making
charitable donations on
campus easier
BY M A D I TA S K
P H OTO S P R OV I D E D BY
JERRI SHAFER
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ow many times has someone older
than you suggested that “you’ll get
it” one day when you’re out of this
dream-world, I-can-do-anything state
you’re in on a college campus? When
$40,000+ of student loans and adult
start-up expenses finally settle in? For me, it’s
an all too familiar comment passed across the
turkey’s broken wishbone at the Thanksgiving
dinner table. Here we are at Ohio State, learning
more about the world, its problems, and how we
can solve them every day, without feeling like
we actually have the resources or prestige at our
disposal to make the difference we crave so much
because we’re only kids.
Brands like Toms and Warby Parker have
gained popularity for people our age, and while
the design of the apparel is trendy and stylish, it
offers more than just a new pair of shoes. These
companies developed systems where they give
back shoes or glasses to those less fortunate when
we get our bi-annual pairs with the idea being a
person can help another person simply by doing
things they were already going to do.
There is one student organization in particular embracing this challenge.
Off The Lake Productions is Ohio State’s only
student-run theatre organization on campus, and
they have a very special twist that makes them
different from your classic theatre group. Every
year, they pair with a local charity in Columbus to
receive 100% of their annual ticket profits. These
guys are doing what they love and giving back to
the community, as college students. While most
of us were struggling to collect enough spare
quarters for a $6 Mad Mex marg (R.I.P), OTL is
generating a couple thousand in charitable donations every year since 1997.
OTL is not the only student organization on
campus raising money for better causes, though.
Every sorority and fraternity on campus also
sponsors a national philanthropy, sometimes with
local partners here in the 614, and clubs like 4
Paws for Ability, American Red Cross, OneLove,
and more are actively raising awareness and
funds for varying causes as well.
As an organization of broke college students themselves, OTL only charges $1 for their
shows’ tickets.
“We wanted to create a performing arts
environment on campus that was accessible for
students; it’s kind of a trope that students have no
money so this is a good way for them to experience theatre without paying $15 at some show
off-campus,” explained current OTL president,
Casey Murray.
As someone working with Residence Life, Involved Living, and other Ohio State official offices
that manage student organizations, Casey knows
first-hand what struggles all clubs go through
when it comes to fundraising.
“We’re not technically allowed to handle cash
so it’s been an interesting experience finding
out different ways to get donations. We collect
canned goods as well, and we started using Venmo to collect money.”
In other words, small stipulations like these
are a pain in the ass for students trying to make
a difference.
Enter start-up, Columbus-born-and-raised

iPhone and Android app, “JustDiidz.” Picture
any form of social media you already own,
except instead of scrolling through more political jokes made in poor taste and the same
meme you’ve seen 1,870 times in the past
four months, you see local charities hosting
fundraising campaigns you can contribute to
right on the app. Or you can see your roommate’s student organization raising money for
an event. Maybe TRISM is giving away FREE
AVOCADO TOAST (*gasp*) with every JustDiidz donation made that day to the cause of
your choice, no matter how much money you
donated. In the app you trade out your average “like” for a donation button (but you can
still like and comment in the app itself).
I talked with the CEO Hanad Duale about
what sparked the idea for JustDiidz. Laughing to himself, he mapped out an experience
at Kroger when Salvation Army was raising
money in a bucket for local homeless and
low-income families. Having no pocket
change on hand, he promises to get cash back
inside when he was done shopping. Hands
full of groceries, Hanad looked around and
saw no sign of the fundraisers, their shift having come to an end, as well as his opportunity
to give.
“It’s an easy tool for anyone so long as
they have a smartphone,” says Ohio State
sophomore and JustDiidz user, Sydney
Frank. In the age of technology, philanthropy can keep up and flourish under new
millennium management.
The app isn’t only here to help local
charities, but any cause that is looking to raise
money, including local churches, political
campaigns, and even the student clubs you
know and love. Hanad encourages this, saying
millenials’ and gen-z’s are extremely passionate about community engagement and
giving back. The app is really donor-centric,
so whether it’s a local organization, a charity,
or a nonprofit or even a club, all of those who
want to raise money for it, can.
“[Ohio State] is phenomenal when it
comes to student engagement, there are tons
of clubs at OSU that are service-oriented so
it’s just the right fit. If we can engage with
OSU at this stage, then we can really see a
lot more people giving in their futures with
technology like this.”#
JustDiidz could be the next thing
your student organization uses to
fundraise money with on the Oval,
selling baked goods to baked
Buckeyes (or hungover Buckeyes—
we’re all out here trying to get
through another day feeling like
we helped out someone). It’s a
step further than Venmo, being
donor-specific and offering up
campus merchant opportunities. If
you’re looking for an opportunity
to fundraise, get local deals, or do
a daily good deed (Diid*) make a
free account today.
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OSUCrush:
“Please date me @jordanlauch”
How does one get a date with Jordan? We needed to
know what he looks for in a potential blind date (again,
you’re welcome, fellas)! But be warned, we still aren’t
entirely sure who is going to have to pick up the bill.

Jordan Lauch
(@Jordanlauch)

September
CRUSH CONNECTIONS
BY KATIE COOK AND TJ NE E R

Is this your first time being
crushed on?
I had 2 crushes posted about
me two years ago a.k.a my
freshman year
Would you ever go on a blind date?
I’d be all up for a blind date
What is the best case scenario for your hypothetical blind date?
Well for us to hit it off and for him and I to want to
go on another :)
Who pays for dinner?
It doesn’t matter, honestly, if one of us volunteers
then they can pay, but it’s only the first date, so it’s
not hard for us to pay for ourselves.

OSUCrush:

E

ver wonder who is behind those most dastardly
and hopelessly romantic tweets? Or how the
crushee reacted to an OSUCrush tag? Well, so
does OSUCrush! We’ve followed up on some of our
favorite tweets to dig up the details.

OSUCrush:
“Any boy that likes sports, follow
me @brittany_ohio”
We had to find out exactly what kind of man Brittany
was looking for (you’re welcome, fellas). We were
suspicious that any man into any sport would do, but
quite the contrary. Has your obsession with pickleball
kept you from having a functioning relationship? Well,
we’ve got a match for you!

Naturally, we had to know more about
Connor’s new official position as the First
Watch pancake daddy. There’s nothing
more important than breakfast preferences when trying to evaluate a potential
mate. Of course, we don’t discriminate
against pancakes or waffles, because every
breakfast item has an unalienable right
to a smooth pour of syrup! So, thank you,
pancake daddy!

24

We of course wanted all the crush updates from
Jessi at Sloopy’s, as well as all the details on the inner
mechanisms of the enigma that is Sloopy’s.

Jessi Graber
(@dontbeafah)

Is this your first time being
crushed? How did you
react? Yes it was my first
time and I was so surprised.
I’m always working and
talking with people so seeing
this gave me a big smile.

OSUCrush:
“Connor from First Watch
is such a daddy, he can pour
syrup on my pancake any
day.”

“Jessi from Sloopy’s. She’s
gorgeous and always such a
sweetheart.”

Connor Racey
(@racey_connor)

Brittttt

Any idea who crushed you? Any follow-up (date,
DM, etc.)? I don’t know who did it, but I’m always
willing to hear a crush out!

Do you have a particular sport you prefer or would
any sport do? Basketball or football.

So you work at Sloopy’s… what’s the very best thing
to order there? Everything at Sloopy’s is delicious, but
our buffalo fried chicken wrap is the bomb.

(@brittany_ohio)
Is this your first time being crushed?
How did you react? First time and [it
was] awesome.
Any idea who did it? Any follow-ups?
No clue who.
How good are you at pouring syrup? I
can pour a pretty gnarly syrup line
Pancakes or waffles and why?
Pancakes, but I’m not gonna waffle
about it.
What is the very best thing to eat
at First Watch? Trifecta, you get
everything.
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If they aren’t into sports, is that a deal breaker?
Yeah, no sports would be a dealbreaker.

What’s the best and worst part of your job?
Best part about my job is the people. At Sloopy’s
we are family and they’re the best support system.
My roommate is my co-worker and best friend.
Worst part of the job would have to be tapingo. It
destroys us on a regular basis.

If you were taken on the ideal date, what game at
what stadium would you want to go to?
Men’s Ohio State Basketball vs. Syracuse at the
Schottenstein Center.

What’s the weirdest thing you’ve seen a
customer order/do at Sloopy’s?
Weirdest thing I’ve seen is someone left their
weave in the big Block-O booth.

Would you ever date a guy that was super
into pickleball or badminton? If his personality
matched mine, sure.
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Sweater
Weather

9.23
J. COLE AND YOUNG THUG
Schottenstein Center
Experience this electrifying live
performance by two of the biggest
rappers in the game. Get in your
feels to J. Cole’s incredible story
telling abilities through his art, or
let it all out to Young Thug’s as he
surely will play a few songs off his
newest album, Slime Language.

Concert Preview
The big name acts coming to
Columbus from September
to November

9.9
FALL OUT BOY
Nationwide Arena

BY S Y D N E Y R I D D L E

Y

ou’d think summertime is the best
time for concerts in Columbus, but
the true concert fans know the fall
is the best time. Outdoor concerts
in the crisp fall air are hardly beatable, and
as the weather grows colder, indoor concerts
seem to pile up as people look for things to do
to avoid the outside.
There’s plenty of acts coming to
Columbus this fall—from hip-hop, to punk
rock, to EDM—so check out this list so you
don’t miss out on any of your favorite groups
or musicians!

Let’s take it back to
middle school and get
nostalgic while we
reminisce on our punk
rock phase (I’m still
in that phase). A time
where Blingy gifs of
Pete Wentz flooded the
internet, and “Sugar,
We’re Going Down
Swinging” was still a new
song.

9.25
MAROON 5
Nationwide Arena
2013’s sexiest man alive is bringing his
pitch-perfect falsetto to Nationwide
Arena! It’s a win-win because you get
to gaze upon his angelic face AND jam
to “Moves like Jagger.” Also, it’s worth
noting that Red Pill Blues has been on
the Billboard Top 40 for damn near
a year now. Pop music is making a
change, and Maroon 5 is keeping up.

9.25
SHAKEY GRAVES
Newport Music Hall

9.14
9.10
FIDLAR
Newport Music Hall
More punk rock! Let’s mosh! Let’s get
angsty! Let’s hope the police don’t
shut it down!

LOST LANDS MUSIC FESTIVAL
Legend Valley - Thornville, OH
To all the EDM junkies out there, this
three-day festival claims to have the
“top bass music from the past 65
million years.” Musical performances
include Excision, Flux Pavillion, Ganja
White Night, Jauz, Rezz and more.

9.15
BLINK-182
EXPRESS LIVE!
MORE PUNK ROCK! Put on your Vans
and that shredded Warped Tour tank
top you haven’t worn since 2009,
Blink-182 is coming to town.

Blues, folk and rock-n-roll. Singersongwriter Shakey Graves will charm
your aching heart and make you feel
like you’re sitting around a campfire
down south. And if you’ve never heard
his music before, check out “Late July”
on YouTube. The song is irresistibly
catchy, and the story on how he got his
name is worth a listen.

9.27
9.18
MATT KEARNEY
Newport Music Hall
Soft rock? Folk? Hip-Hop? Singersongwriter? What IS Matt Kearney?
Apparently he’s everything. His latest
album CRAZYTALK will take you on a
ride of intimacy, exploring the ins-and
-outs of relationships and love.
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9.18

9.21

KACY & CLAYTON
AND THE DECEMBERISTS
EXPRESS LIVE!

BONNIE X CLYDE
Dahlia

Psychedelic folk musicians Kacy &
Clayton are coming to take you on
a trippy ride through their 60s-70s
folk and country sound. They’re from
Canada so I bet they’re super nice too.
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The DJ/producer/vocalist duo is
coming to Dahlia. Their vocal bass
music is easy to dance to and a good
excuse to get bottle service. They
know how to party and they’re here to
share the wealth.

LUKE BRYAN
TBD
Bro country, baby! If you’re a country
girl with a dream to shake it for Luke
Bryan, you’re in luck. Put on your
cowboy hat and American flag cowboy
boots, hop in the bed of a pickup truck
with a case of good ole American Bud
Light and get ready to tailgate.
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11.3

10.2
10.2
ST. LUCIA
Newport Music Hall
South African musician St. Lucia will
take you back to the 80s with his
synth-packed, whimsical and colorful
performance at the Newport. His
music makes you feel good, makes you
want to dance, and makes you pine for
a time when you weren’t yet alive.

10.10
ANDY GRAMMER
Newport Music Hall
You better bet Andy Grammer will
make sure you put your hands up and
let your hair down.

NF
EXPRESS LIVE!
Christian rapper NF made history when
he topped the Billboard charts for an
entire week back in Oct. 2017—an
extremely rare feat for a Christian artist.
The hip-hop artist doesn’t aim his music
entirely to the Christian market, as his
style remains very modern hip-hop and
rap. Whether you share his beliefs or
not, one thing we can all agree on is that
the guy has flow.

10.14
OWL CITY
Newport Music Hall
Would you believe your eyes if Owl
City came to Columbus? Well they
are and I heard they’re bringing like
10,000 fireflies with them.

LIL YATCHY AND BHAD BHABIE
EXPRESS LIVE!

10.04
NATHANIEL RATELIFF AND
THE NIGHT SWEATS
EXPRESS LIVE!
Soulful R&B will flood EXPRESS LIVE!
With the arrival of Nathaniel Rateliff
and The Night Sweats.

Lil Yatchy made his way into the rap scene
thanks to a popular video on YouTube which
featured his single, “One Night,” and he hasn’t
slowed down since. He’s been producing
music with some of the biggest names in the
game right now including Migos as well as upand-comers like Trippie Redd and the hip-hop
group, 88rising. He’ll be sharing the stage with
Bhad Bhabie who also grew to fame thanks to
the internet, and you can catch her inside at
Express Live! How ‘bout dat?

11.7
10.17
DJ PAULY D
TRISM
GET CRAZY. GET LOUD. LET’S
PARTY. IT’S T-SHIRT TIME. GET
WILD. YEAAAAHHH BUDDY!

FLEETWOOD MAC
Nationwide Arena
Watch Stevie Nicks twirl around the
stage in her iconic tassel shawl. Belt
along to “Dreams,” “Everywhere,”
“You Can Go Your Own Way,” and the
rest of the band’s hit songs.

11.18
10.19
LIL PUMP
EXPRESS LIVE!
Esskeetit!!! Hate on Lil Pump all you
want, we all know when “Gucci Gang”
or “Drug Addicts” plays in the club,
you are dancing and singing along to
every word… Even if every word is just
“Gucci gang, Gucci gang, Gucci gang.”

10.26
HAUNTED FEST
Ohio Expo Center
Make your Halloween ~extra spooky~
with TCHAMI, Porter Robinson, and
Alan Walker at this two-day EDM
festival. It’ll be scary, fun, packed
with people—just like block! Make
sure to wear a costume!
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10.19
PHIL COLLINS
Nationwide Arena
Phil Collins is a classic American icon.
If you’ve never heard of him, he’s the
guy that did the Tarzan soundtrack.
AND he did a version of “Trashin’ the
Camp” with NSYNC and it’s incredible.

10.24
KEVIN GATES
EXPRESS LIVE!
A Kevin Gates show should be quite an
entertaining one. He’s given us great
singles like “Two Phones” and “I Don’t
Get Tired,” and at one point we all
have to admit, “I Don’t Get Tired” was
our working life anthem.

11.2
11.2
ELTON JOHN
Schottenstein Center
Rocket Man, Benny and the Jets, Tiny
Dancer, Your Song… Tickets might be
expensive, so maybe this is a great
chance to spend some quality time
with your mom who’s been a fan of
Elton John since his first album.
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GOOD CHARLOTTE
EXPRESS LIVE!
Black clothes, wallets with chains, and
all the angst you can handle. And who
can forget the classic “The Anthem”
by this group? “THIS IS THE ANTHEM,
THROW ALL YOUR HANDS UP,
YOUUU, DON’T WANNA BE JUST
LIKE YOU!” Don’t lie, you still know all
the words.

O.A.R
EXPRESS LIVE!
If you’ve ever went through a tough
breakup in your youth, odds are
you sat in your room and listened
to “Shattered” by O.A.R. Did you
understand the concepts of heartbreak
at age 11? Maybe not, but you know
damn well you will always turn the car
around.

11.28
SAN HOLO
Bluestone
No, that isn’t a typo and Harrison
Ford’s character, Han Solo, isn’t
coming to the Bluestone. But, San Holo
isn’t any musician to scoff at. His sets
are electrifying as they are complete
with light shows to coordinate with
his music, and he’ll be playing some of
the hits off his newest album, bitbird,
while on tour.
1870mag.COMŤŤĖŤ Ť2018ŤŤĖŤŤ1870 MAGAZiNE
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A
CLOSE
CALL

SCOOTER
SAFETY
TIPS

T WO E L E C T R I C
S CO OT E R R I D E R S
R E CO U N T T H E I R TA L E
O F A N ACC I D E N T
T H AT CO U L D ’ V E
B E E N D E A D LY

$

$ RIDERS: No shortcuts on the road

STORY & P H OTOS
BY E TH AN CLE W E LL

/////////////////////////////////

B

oth Ben
Waterman
and Jacob
Neiderouser
preferred the
lighter, better
handling Bird scooter to the
faster, bigger Lime scooter. Both
were still having a blast as they
rode up Summit Street on the
bike path heading north.
That was until a blue, 2014
Honda Civic stopped at stop sign
on 17th Ave. and Summit Street.
While stopped at the stop sign,
Ben thought that they were okay,
but Jacob had a better view of
what was going on inside the car.
“I noticed when we were
approaching the car, I was
looking in the windshield and I
was looking at her,” Jacob said.
“I saw her make two glances in
the opposite direction... As I was
approaching her, I was like, “she
has to look this way.“”
In that split moment, due to
the speed he was going, Jacob
felt like he had two options:
move into oncoming traffic on
Summit, or hope that the driver
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DRIVERS: The Dutch Reach

Accidents come in many forms for riders and
drivers, and a common one is an unexpected
car door opening and thrusting a rider off their
bike or scooter. It goes without saying that
checking your mirrors before exiting your vehicle is a must, but practice opening the car door
with your arm furthest away from the door.
That way you can peak your head through the
crack and confirm the coast is clear.

of the Civic would look in his
direction before merging into
traffic.
Jacob assumed the latter.
And she never looked his way.
Jacob grazed by only having
part of his scooter catch the
license plate of the car sending
him across her hood only for
a bookbag full of clothes to
cushion his fall. Though this
was the lighter blow of injuries,
Jacob walked away from the
scene with a few bumps, bruises,
and road rash on his arm and
body. Of course, he also walked
away feeling a bit shell shocked.
Ben wasn’t far behind and
saw Jacob get hit, but his time
to make a reaction, much like
Ben’s, was instantaneous. Ben
rolled across the hood of the car,
before flipping off of the car and
landing on his right side.
“The only thing that was
going through my mind was ‘shit,
this is about to hurt,’” Ben said.
Luckily, Ben walked away
from the accident. But that isn’t
to say he doesn’t have a few
marks to show for it. The right

side of his body along with his
arm took some pretty rough road
rash following the collision.
The two even questioned
themselves to see if there was
something that they did wrong,
as far as rules of the road.
According to the agreement
on these scooters, the rider is
expected to safely and properly
use the equipment in designated
“share the road” style areas. In
Columbus, that means not riding
on the sidewalks and utilizing the
available bike lanes on the road.
In this case with Ben and
Jacob, they were riding down
Summit in the bike lane. They
didn’t tamper with the speeds of
the scooters. And they weren’t
bobbing and weaving through
lanes of traffic. They were just
riding straight down Summit like
cyclists do every day. In other
words, they were being as safe
as they would’ve been had they
been on a bicycle.
They both could easily
see how the driver made this
mistake when only looking one
way before entering one-way

traffic. This is terrifying because
it’s an easy mistake especially on
Ohio State’s campus where one
ways are everywhere, while also
being a possibly deadly one.
Jacob believes that scooterist
could currently be more
vulnerable than cyclist, because
motorists aren’t quite used to
sharing the road with scooterists.
Also bicycles can be easier to see.
They are generally taller and
drivers have become familiar
with being on the lookout
for cyclists. The new trend of
scooters, however, still has some
work to do by means of visibility.
Since then, both have
said that they would still ride
the scooters, just with more
awareness of their surroundings.
While drivers are expected to
share the road with other means
of transportation, that doesn’t
mean there aren’t things cyclists
and scooterists can’t do to be
more defensive drivers. Like Ben
said after the accident:
“She was supposed to yield
to me, but I’d still be more
cautious.”#

Look, it might seem quicker at a red light to
hop into the pedestrian crosswalk and continue your ride while other vehicles wait for the
green light, but this is both illegal and highly
dangerous. You aren’t at the luxury of choosing
when you are a pedestrian and when you are a
rider. If you are riding a scooter on the road (as
the law states), you are technically considered
a vehicle thus assuming you will follow traffic
laws—which includes stopping at red lights.

$ DRIVERS: It’s more than just traffic now
Between electric scooters, bicycles, longboards, walkers, rollerblades, and anything
else, the road is no longer just a place for cars.
That means checking the crosswalk before you
turn. That means looking both left and right
when turning onto a one way. And that also
means looking into the bike lane before making
your next decision.

$ RIDERS: Increase your visibility
The later it gets in the day, the more dangerous
the sleek black look of the Bird Scooters become. The same could be said for Lime Scooters, but the bright white and lime green color
help just a little bit. If you plan to ride these
scooters more frequently, it wouldn’t hurt to
keep a blinking light on your bookbag. It could
also help to keep a brightly colored article of
clothing in your backpack like a pullover or a
hoodie. And while it’s hard to predict when you
will actually use the scooter, try to plan ahead
and bring a helmet with you.

//////////////////////////////////////////////
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OUTSIDE
THE LINES
Former OSU athletes put
artistic talent on display
BY M ITCH H OOP E R

t one point in their careers, these
creators were student athletes
at Ohio State making a name for
themselves in their sports. For some,
it was playing in front of a packed
Ohio Stadium. For others, it was
the battle between the ears as they
fought their way through 18 holes on the
course. But sports wasn’t the end all, be all for
these athletes and eventually they made the
transformation from a student athlete to an
artistic athlete.
Now on display at the McConnell Arts
Exhibit in Worthington is the Varsity Arts:
The Creative Side of Athletes from The
Ohio State University. The artistic exhibit
features various styles of work including
layered woodwork as well as shaped or
turned woodwork, outside art paintings, and
hand made sculptures with the caveat that all
artists featured are former Buckeye athletes.
Take Bruce Hanners, for example. He was
a former wrestler for the Buckeyes from 1971
to 1972, but he wasn’t your typical wrestler.
While at Ohio State, Hanners was one of the
few men who took dance classes and it shows
in his art on display. His sculptures made
of materials like marble, copper, and bronze
showcase the collision of arts and sports where
his final product displays the motion and flow
of still life figurative sculptures.
The Varsity Arts exhibit also displays the
work of former football player, Percy King.
King said he had always had in interest in
painting and drawing while growing up, but
due to the bruises and bumps of life after
football, the strain on his shoulders while
drawing would cause his hands to go numb at
some points. He also found that taking a long
break away from writing during high school
through college had him a bit rusty with his
$
artistic craft.

A

Left: Percy King, The Boxer

Above: Jeff Sparr, Peace Man Centre Court

“If someone would’ve told me
20 years ago that, “Hey, you’re
going to be a professional in
art,” I would’ve never came up
with anything like this.”

It wasn’t until he purchased a house and a table saw
that King found his niche in woodworking, not drawing or
painting. It started as a woodworking project for his house—
he was just trying to make some unique furniture for his
house while also maintaining an artistic outlet.
And it turned into so much more. King said he realized
that with the type of woodwork he was doing, he had
complete artistic control over his craft. He could draw
again, this time the blueprints for his creations to scale
because that was what worked for him and his shoulders.
It gave him the freedom to do what he wanted while he
practiced and worked towards fixing up his house.
After 15 years of being self-taught, King said he
just became good at it. It was through his furniture
woodworking that he discovered there was no distinct
American-black styles of furniture. There’s black
furniture designers, and African-style furniture,
but King said he hadn’t noticed anything that was
specifically African-American.
Just like woodworking, King had found a new artistic
outlet, went back to the drawing board, and discovered his
own personal style of art.
“If someone would’ve told me 20 years ago that, “Hey,
you’re going to be a professional in art,” I would’ve never
came up with anything like this.”
King’s style now features prominent figures in the hiphop world. Legends like Tupac, Biggie Smalls, and Snoop
Dogg have all been subjects of his layered woodwork, and
his artwork on display in Worthington is no different as it
features Q-Tip from A Tribe Called Quest as well as Swizz
Beatz who has worked with the likes of DMX, Jay-Z, and
Kanye West.
This is where the crossover of arts meets athletics
for King. He learned woodworking from framing his
sports memorabilia while growing up. The musicians
he features in his work were major figures in his life on
the football field as many of those songs became hype
anthems before kickoff.
“They speak to me at different times in my life and
some of my fondest memories are when some of these
guys first albums dropped,” King explained. “Ghostface
Killah, Nas, they all had albums while I was in college
and these were the things we used to listen to before
football games.”
However, King isn’t the only athlete with an approach
to woodworking. Former rifle team member, Bruce
Kerns also creates wooden works of art, but in a different
manner. While King’s woodwork features various sizes of
wood layered on top of each other to create for an almost
topographical map of the human body or face, Kerns
shapes and turns wood into beautiful shapes that seem
nearly impossible.
Kerns’s work showcases the natural grains and beauty
of wood. While the final product is finished with glazes
and other treatments, the art itself is raw and seemingly
untouched. Currently at the exhibit, Kerns has pieces like
“Natural Edge” which is a name for what happens when
some of the tree bark remains during the turning process.
The art exhibit also features the work of popular
painter and outsider artist, Rick Borg. His outsider
paintings are cohesive captures of chaos as faces, animals,
and other objects are often not as you would see in real
life. He also has taken the idea of paint quite literally with
his nearly life-sized human made entirely of old and used
paint cans; it’s appropriately named “The Great Can Man.”
Borg is known for working outside the traditional means
of art, and this piece shows just how creative he can get.

Above: Rick Borg, The Great Can Man

Three former Buckeye tennis players will
be displaying their artwork and though the
three come from the same sport, their eye for
art is different. For Jeff Sparr, he specializes
in sketch like paintings akin to what you
might see a fashion designer create. His mind
and paint brush dabble in different eras of
time, concepts dealing with the mind, and
romance. In a TedTalk, watching him create
these pieces of work is fascinating. It starts as
what appears to be random lines across the
page, but the more he adds to the painting,
the more the pieces of the puzzle come
together to create something you unexpected.
Twin brothers Rod and Raúl Sánchez are
also former Buckeye tennis players, but their
interest goes beyond painting and into more
modern styles of art that utilize animation
and film. The two combine elements of
art like strokes of the paint brush, outlines
and sketches, and finished artwork with
animation on film to showcase their work and
change the traditional viewing experience.#

The Varsity Arts: The Creative
Side of Athletes from The Ohio
State University is located at
the McConnell Arts Center in
Worthington, Ohio. The exhibition is
free to the public, and will be open
until Oct. 14. For more information on
hours, check out mcconnellarts.org.
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Graciously
Greasy

You
Up?

WingsOver is a personal favorite. They’re open until 4 a.m.,
so hardcore partiers need not worry about the joint being closed.
Their wings are lowkey good as hell (better than Buffalo Wild
Wings, which seems to constantly underwhelm) and, best of
all, there’s no fee for delivery (tip your drivers well, please). Plus
there’s 28 different sauces and the option to mix them. Oh, boy.
I’m in heaven. My go-to is a DC-10 (1 lb. of boneless wings) with
Honey BBQ or Bourbon Sugar BBQ. Add in a side order of waffle
fries and you might even have leftovers to eat when you inevitably
stay out too late tomorrow, too.
D.P. Dough is for your inner Ben Wyatt, Parks & Rec. fans.
Calzones, calzones and more calzones, and it’s open until 4 a.m.
all weekend. Pizza is the ultimate late night delivery food, and
calzones are the ultimate pizza. Is there a downside to this? I can
just list a few of the wonderful things about calzones: (1) they’re
handheld pizzas??? (2) you can put, like, anything inside (don’t do
pineapple) (3) are you not convinced yet? Just order it already!

Food you can
have delivered
to your door
past midnight
BY TJ NE E R
I L L U S T R AT I O N S BY S A R A H M O O R E

Y

ou just left Bull’s. You had way
too much to drink and you
didn’t even eat before heading
out for the night (stupid), but now it’s
way too late to get anything to eat,
so you’ll just have to be hungry until
tomorrow morning.
Or do you?
We’ve all been in that situation.
In fact, it probably happens multiple
times a week. Chipotle is closed. Panera
is closed. Pretty much every restaurant
in Gateway is closed (thanks, Campus
Partners) and McDonald’s sounds
worse than eating nothing, so we
retire to our dorms with an empty
stomach, sulking in hunger until the
sweet embrace of sleep takes us in and
we can get a bagel in the morning. Of
course, the well-prepared will have a
few snacks ready to go in their dorm,
but what if you haven’t gone grocery
shopping yet?
Well, for those who forgot to grab a
lifetime supply of ramen and popcorn
at Kroger, there’s a few great places
that can get you right late at night.
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Garden Greens
Not everybody loves eating greasy foods that are bound to catch up to you
eventually, and that’s where Pita Pit comes into play. Sure, there’s plenty of carbs
in that pita itself which is why you gotta balance it out with some falafel. Who
said late night food can’t be half-way good for you? Just make sure you get your
order in before 1 a.m. because that’s when they close their doors.
Got a craving for something a little more green? Hit up Jimmy John’s and
order an Unwich wrap. You can either go all in on the healthy food by ordering a
veggie or tuna salad wrap, or you can use that lettuce wrap as an excuse to go all
in and get a Big Italian. We aren’t judging.

Grand Finale
Insomnia Cookies lives up to its name by being open until 3 a.m. and
offering some of the most delicious cookies I’ve ever tasted. Somehow,
they’ve branded themselves as a peaceful place for cookie lovers, but
when it’s 1:30 in the morning and you’re drunk, you will violently scarf
down these little pieces of heaven. And, if you think this place only serves
cookies, you’ll be pleasantly surprised to find out they’ve got ice cream,
brownies and ice cream sandwiches made with those delicious cookies.
The one and only Buckeye Donuts has a reputation for being a great
drunk food place, and let me tell you: they’ve earned it. They’ve got the
most mouth-watering donuts on the planet, and with 30+ varieties to
choose from, you’re bound to find one you like. Want sweet and savory?
Maple Bacon. Want something a little fruity? Apple Fritter. Cream or
custard-filled, glazed, Buckeye flavored, sprinkles or none. Whatever your
flavor is, Buckeye Donuts has it. And, since they’re open 24 hours, you can
stay out as late as you want. Just know some people might be stopping in
for a breakfast sandwich or a gyro if you stay up too long. #
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ROASTS

AND

TOASTS
BY M A D I TA S K

Wondering which brand™ of avocado toast around campus you should
be eating as a millennial? (Or gen-z...who cares we’re all clumped as one
ignorant bubble anyways.) Here’s a helpful test! Whichever way you’ve been
avocado ~roasted~ by your elders will reveal which kind of avocado toast
you should definitely be eating.

BY M A D I TA S K
I L LU S T R AT I O N S BY RYA N C A S K E Y
“WHY THE HELL
WOULD YOU WASTE
YOUR MONEY ON
AVOCADO TOAST? YOU
HAVE HOUSES TO BUY!
STOCKS TO INVEST IN!
STUDENT LOANS TO
PAY BACK! CHILDREN
TO HAVE!!!!”

If If
this
comment
resonates
with
you,
the
elders
inin
your
life
have
probably
raised
such
a
this
comment
resonates
with
you,
the
elders
your
life
have
probably
raised
such
financially
responsible
little
nugget.
Your
avocado
toast
is
nonetheless,
Sloopy’s
(new!!!)
a financially responsible little nugget. Your avocado toast is nonetheless, Sloopy’s
avocado
toast.
You take
advantage
meal plans
your money
off campus,
(new!!!)
avocado
toast.
You takeofadvantage
of and
mealnever
planswaste
and never
waste your
money
and
you
know
that
paying
for
less
food
that
is
green
is
smarter
than
paying
for
more
food
off campus, and you know that paying for less food that is green is smarter than
paying
thatfood
is greasy.
forGood
you! for
Stayyou!
strong,
for more
that isGood
greasy.
Stay young
strong,pada-wallet.
young pada-wallet.

“UGH, MILLENNIALS RUIN EVERY
GOOD INDUSTRY TO TOUCH
AMERICA’S SWEET PLAINS
OF FREEDOM. THE DIAMOND
INDUSTRY, APPLEBEE’S, FABRIC
SOFTENERS, AND HOOTER’S,
ALL DYING. OH, BUT LET’S ALL
INDULGE IN AVOCADOS.
WHAT THE FUCK IS AN

If the elders you surround yourself with preach comments like this one, your campus
avocado toast is Hangover Easy’s avocado and toast. The restaurant choice alone
is anti-chain and empowering hungover deviants everywhere (hey ladies, see you
in the Midway bathroom to talk about your Tinder date who ghosted you but is totally
staring at you from the bar across the room. That’s just so typical of Chad, amirite?).
You’re definitely not ready for marriage, and maybe you never will be because life only
happens once as far as we know. You’re going to indulge in a healthy breakfast and a
healthy fling to get what we need out of it all. I support you, sis.

AVOCADO.
”

“AVOCADOS? WHAT
ARE YOU FROM
CALIFORNIA? THIS IS
OHIO, EAT A POTATO
AND BE GRATEFUL.
PUNK.
”

“AVOCADO TOAST?
OH, I’VE BEEN
GROWING AVOCADOS
IN MY GARDEN FOR
YEARS! GOOD FOR
YOU! HERE, LET ME
SHOW YOU HOW TO
MAKE GRANDMA’S
BEST GUACAMOLE.
”
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If this youth-shaming elder is ringing a bell to you, your avocado toast of choice is
none other than Ethyl and Tank’s B.L.A.T (bacon, lettuce, avocado, tomato sandwich).
The fat, taste-driven, midwesterner within is calling you. Even if it’s been years since
you’ve touched a Big Mac. This sandwich feels healthy simply because it has some
avocado in it. Piled with greasy bacon and served with a side of tots, you know who
you are. Unlike Hangover Easy’s choice, you only live once and therefore you will eat
damn good, even if it kills you. Enjoy your sandwich. It’s amazing, and I’ll be there to
push you over the limit and order a round of mimosas on bottle service ( yes, they have
that!!!). See you at brunch, babe.

No one’s shaming you around here because your elders aren’t assholes. Congratulations.
Where can I find some? You probably make your own avocado toast with a classic
Kroger avocado and 12-grain honey oat bread. I bet you even buy the $0.99 bag of
overly ripened avocados and make brownies or some shit because literally any meal to
you can use an avocado somehow. You’re in deep and you’re committed. Better start
carrying around a reusable grocery bag and teaching us all a lesson in true adulthood
(not millennial-hood), you mature little cutie.
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AN UGLY QUEST
TAKING IN TWO BUCKS UNTIL UGLY
HOUR RETURNS
S TO RY A N D P H OTO S BY J U L I A N F O G L I E T T I

A

s campus bars continue
to close, one stands above
the rest in the void its left
in our hearts and livers.
Ugly Tuna and its famed
Ugly Hour had long been the reprerive
of students looking for a way to get lit
without getting broke. With dollar wells,
and $2.50 domestics, Ugly Tuna was a
defacto spot to begin a night out with
friends. As football season comes to a
start, and the reality of the latest wave of
campus closings hit, many students and
myself are left wondering what’s left to
replace it.
Prophecies of old tell of a bar
where shots can be had for less than
an espresso. An oasis with two for $2
Natty’s abound, and non-wells liquor are
consumed for a cool $3.50. For much of
history, its location was unknown. But,
with the destruction of Ugly Hour, rises
the chance for a new and perhaps better
looking bar to come and sweep us off our
drunk feet.
As Friday night began, I found myself
adrift on High Street. The sound of
Mr.Brightside echoed in the distance as I
made my way up Chittenden. At this time,
the location of the bar remained a mystery
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to me; it was still merely a mirage seen in
the heat of the summer as I walked home
in a drunken stupor after a long night of
karaoke at Fourth Street. As I closed in on
the corner of Summit and Chittenden, I
saw a sight so magnificent I nearly toppled
over in amazement.
“Happy Hour, Every Hour.”
Sure, I prefer my hours ugly, but those
days are in limbo for now.
Rising from the ashes of Rooks comes
a new champion of cheap booze and grub
to exist in Ugly’s stead. Two Bucks, a local
chain of sports bar style restaurants from
Cleveland, Ohio, aims to be the first, and
possibly only stop of a night out.
Menu items boast deals like $3.50
Jameson as well as an 88 oz. power
tower of domestic beer priced at $12.
Everything at the bar is priced at the
some of the lowest you’ll find on campus
(or in Columbus for that matter), and as
the name suggests, there is a wealth of
$2 items from liquor and cocktails to
any domestics on tap. During my visit,
I went with the $2 Jim Beam. It shows
I have the slightest bit of maturity and
sophistication, but not a single bit of
disposable income.
And just like any night out on
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campus, all that drinking stirred up an
appetite. The familiar joints come to
mind like grabbing a slice from one of the
seemingly infinite options available, or
popping to High St. to find the nearest
gyro cart, but unlike Ugly Hour, I don’t
have to leave my bar to stuff my face.
Two Bucks has smoked bowls—not
like the ones your stingy and stoned
roommate always leaves laying around
the living room. I mean smoked bowls as
in something similar to ramen noodles,
but on steroids. It features meats and
vegetables that have been all smoked
in house. Your most expensive option,
smoked salmon, will only run you $9
while the vegetarian alternative, smoked
cauliflower, is only $7.
But getting drunk and eating soup is
challenging at times. Maybe something
easier to devour is called for. The Wake
n’ Bake keeps things in the stoner
department, and with no option over
$8.50, I still have plenty of drinking
money. It’s every drunk person’s
favorite food—mac’n’cheese—topped
with smoked gouda, jalapeno, tater tots,
bacon, a fried egg, and cheddar cheese.
It’s a carb heavy dream ideal for when I
realize I’m four shots deep and havent

even spent $10 on booze yet.
However, if your hoping you can get
the food to match their liquor prices, Two
Bucks also features a list of $2 snacks to
get you through the last couple of rounds
you hadn’t planned on drinking. Options
like the smoked chicken sliders will
probably be your first choice, but who
doesn’t want some cheap as hell deep fried
dill pickles and ranch? Ranch it up, bro!
Though our campus is in constant
change, and longtime favorites continue
to disappear, new spots like Two Bucks
are sure to fill the void left by so many
closings. Or at the very least, we can all sit
around an unfamiliar spot and tell familiar
tales of “that one night!” at Ugly hour. #
Two Bucks is located on 195 Chittenden Ave.
To check out Two Bucks’ menu prices and
hours, check out twobucks.us.
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BEAT THE CLOCK,
BUT NOT THESE DEALS
Why aren’t we all getting Lucky(‘s) on Friday?
BY O LIV IA B ALCE RZ AK | P H OTOS BY CO LLINS LAATSCH K

W

e make a lot of mistakes on Friday nights, but what
about the mistakes we make on Friday days? Sure,
blacking out at The O at 2 p.m. was cool, but what if I
told you the next time you wonder, “Wait how did this
happen?,” you won’t wake up the next morning with an empty bank
account and an overdraft notice from your bank that you’ll be charged
an additional $50 if the fee isn’t paid by this afternoon.
Well, it is possible if you just go to the other side of campus to Lucky’s.
That’s right—there are arcade games for the unsocial, large indoor
AND outdoor seating for the unexpectingly sweaty and cornhole for
anyone wanting to get back in touch with their old suburban dad in cargo shorts grilling in 60-degree weather roots. Oh, and the best part?
Fifty. Cent. Pitchers.
From 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. all pitchers of beer are only $.50 and it’s not
only Natty. Of course, Natty will always be an option, but you can also
get Bud Light, Budweiser and Michelob Ultra. Fifty cent pitchers is
much cheaper than literally any deal on campus including the cost of
merely entering some bars if you’re a dude.
Okay sure, that’s a great deal but how drunk can you get in one
hour? Don’t answer that, but do know that pitchers go up only $1.00
every hour, so the end total of beat the clock comes out to a whopping
$2.50 from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
But if the only appeal to The O’s beat the clock is not wearing
pants, guess what? You can do that at Lucky’s too!! When asked what
the dress code is at Lucky’s for their version of Beat the Clock, coolas-hell bartender, Zach Pogie said it is whatever people want it to be.
In other words, chafe-on OSU, you’re doing great.

If you had the misfortune of scheduling classes sometime between
2 p.m. and 5 p.m. on Fridays, you are not out of luck. Happy Hour at
Lucky’s includes great deals as well, starting at 4:30 PM and going all
the way until 9 PM. What deals, you say?
Start with $2 Fireball, $2 Buckeye Candy Shots, $2 wells and $3
shots and mixed drinks. When you’re drunk enough to enjoy beer, try
a $3 import and craft, or for half the price, get a domestic beer at $1.50.
Going on hump day to get a head start on the three day weekend?
Lovely. Enjoy a $1 bomb, $5 loaded beers, $3 pina colada shots, $4 Jager
barrels, $1 Budweiser, $3 Rhinegeist Franz and a $5 Irish Mule. Also
Saturday power hour from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. if you’re into $1 drinks.
In other words, you’re either a huge nerd or not quite a borderline
alcoholic yet (you’ll get there soon), if you aren’t at Lucky’s on Friday
(or any other day). With all of the cheap deals, you’ll feel like there is
still a pot of gold to be had at the end of your blacked-out rainbow. #

Lucky’s Stout House is located on 1475 N. High St.
where Beat the Clock begins at 2 p.m. Additionally,
Lucky’s hosts Power Hour on non-home game
days on Saturdays from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. with $1
drinks.
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ust because you
didn’t buy tickets
in time for the
Buckeye football
season this year
doesn’t mean you have
to be stuck to your couch
watching the game at home.
There’s plenty of options
both on-campus and offcampus that provide a
change up to the traditional
viewing experience.
As always, Buckeye
football is better with
friends. And as always,
friends usually have some
pretty lame excuses for not
wanting to leave the house.
We’ve got you covered on
both angles.

STUDIO 35 CINEMA OR
GRANDVIEW THEATER &
DRAFTHOUSE
3055 Indianola Ave. or 1247 Grandview Ave.
Your reluctant friend: “Why would I wanna
go there?”
You, an intellectual: Look. Our couch isn’t
going anywhere and the game is always a few
minutes behind when its streamed. We can
always catch the game in some crowded bar,
but tell me watching the Buckeyes on a big
screen with surround sound speakers doesn’t
sound like a better change up?
Your reluctant friend:“Do they even have
food or drinks?”
You, an intellectual: It’s a movie theater
so you already know they have popcorn,
plus they have a fully stocked bar, pizza, and
pastries.
Your reluctant friend: “What am I supposed
to do at halftime?”
You, an intellectual: You mean besides
stuffing your face with popcorn? These
theaters are fun places to visit if you’re
looking to get away from really packed spaces,
or if you’re looking to do the time warp at a
local Rocky Horror showing. While there may
not be much to do during halftime, you can
get your jollies by watching whatever movie
they are screening that night.
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TRISM
1636 N. High St.

BREWCADIA AT BARLEY’S
BREWING COMPANY
467 N. High St.

Your reluctant friend: “Why would I wanna
go there?”
You, an intellectual: It is an avocado-toasteatery-turned-bar which sometimes hosts
silent disco parties. If that doesn’t sound
funky as hell, I can’t do anything for you.
Plus, watching an OSU game on a big screen
while being only a short walk from your dorm
sounds like a good plan, right?
Your reluctant friend: “Do they even have
food or drinks?”
You, an intellectual: It is across the street
from Plaza Mexican Grill & Bar if we want
to stop for some chips and salsa, or salsa
dancing, and a few steps away from Panera,
Raising Cane’s and Mark Pi’s.
Your reluctant friend: “What am I supposed
to do at halftime?”
You, an intellectual: Don’t let the avocado
toast in the morning fool you. TRISM has
all the needs for a DJ setlist, and that’s what
happens at halftime here. The 15 minute
halftime will never go by so quickly.

Your reluctant friend: “Why would I wanna
go there?”
You, an intellectual: It’s not that far off
campus, and it’s also in the Short North for
anything we want to get into after the game.
Your reluctant friend: “Do they even have
food or drinks?”
You, an intellectual: If you have never had a
burger with a slice of kielbasa AND a pierogi
on top at the same time as you watch men
tackle each other, and the Q*bert theme plays
in the background, you haven’t lived.
Your reluctant friend: “What am I supposed
to do at halftime?”
You, an intellectual: Halftime show, you
say? After ordering the Clevelander burger,
make your way up the stairs to Brewcadia, the
arcade bar. You’ll find TVs showing the game
behind the bar and a myriad of arcade games.
If the football game gets too intense, you can
always go fuck up alien invaders in Galaga. #

STUDIO 35 BY MEGAN LEIGH BARNARD
TRISM BY COLLINS LAATSCH
BREWCADIA FROM BREWCADIA FACEBOOK PAGE
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Autumn Attire
Because guys
shouldn’t
wear a
flannel
with jeans
everyday

with eyon ertachew
CHAMPION
CREWNECK
SWEATER
This Champion crewneck has to
be one of the most comfortable
pieces of clothing I’ve ever
purchased. Crewnecks in general
are always a good fall staple
piece, and I loved the color on
this one cause it stands out a
little from the normal fall palette
of colors.

u

h,
summer
vacation, WYA?
Or better yet,
WYD? Why are
you leaving us so
soon? I swear it
feels like another
summer break has come
and gone within the blink
of an eye, and now it’s
back to 8 a.m. lectures,
crappy dining hall food,
and overcrowded libraries.
Within the dark endless
abyss of hopeless studying
however, one light shines
through: fall. The time for
pumpkin carving, apple
picking, and being spooky
is almost upon us. Most
importantly, fall fashion
is
always
something
awesome to look forward
to with more layers, more
options, and comfy-ass
clothing.
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90S KICKS

LIGHT WASHED JEANS

To finish off this look are my white Fila
Disruptors with the gum bottom, which are
currently my favorite pair of shoes. Not only
are they comfortable, but they are a fashion
statement with a throwback to the ‘90s and
are WAY more affordable than your traditional
Nikes or Adidas shoes. Throw on some white
socks to add to the vibe of the whole outfit. I
now look like a ‘90s ad for Champion that was
never released.

I decided to pair the crewneck with a lightwashed pair of jeans from Urban Outfitters.
I think the color of the jeans go really well
with the color of the crewneck and really give
it that 90s vintage look. Cuffing the jeans at
the bottom is always the way to go cause it
just adds something interesting to the look of
a plain jean.
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Autumn Attire
because
girls
shouldn't
wear
leggings and
a hoodie
everyday

with Alyssa Strumby

F

all seems like
the best time
when it comes to
fashion. There’s
so many options
for layering, plus
once you find that
right pair of jeans, you can
really start getting creative
with your outfits. Here’s
how Alyssa Strumby puts
together one of her fits for
fall.

ARMY GREEN JACKET
Army green is a super big color for fall. A
cropped jacket with high waisted pants just
seems to flow together. The jacket is also
kind of baggy which is great for layering
t-shirts or long-sleeves. Plenty of places
like Urban Outfitters have this jacket, but I
got mine from Zara for $50.

BLACK T- SHIRT
Keeping it simple because this literally goes
with anything. A black t-shirt should be a
staple in anyone’s wardrobe. Anyone can
rock a black t-shirt.

LEVI JEANS
I love 501 jeans because they mold to your
body. They are so perfect. I went with
the altered skinny jeans to change up the
skinny jean look.

MADEWELL SHOES
They are kind of like grandma shoes, but
they are very cute. One inch heels are really
in right now. I went with a neutral color
and they are leather so they are easier
to maintain with Ohio’s unpredictable
weather.

FAUX SCARF
I found this bandana from my dad and
changed it into a scarf. I really like the idea
of going to thrift shops or snagging clothes
from my parents to add that authentic look.
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OFF THE FIELD
Football season isn’t just about sports
hile the athletes on the field are always the focal point
of game days, everything surrounding the game is truly
what makes the experience memorable. Ohio State
football—and sports in general—are better suited with
other fanatics like you.
And there are degrees to fanatics.
For some people, football season is their religion. They let
their bosses know in advance that they need Saturdays off in the
fall. They wake up at the same time every game day, do the same
routine, and will probably never changed because it seems to keep
bringing in the victories.
Then there are the people who don’t really care about the
games, but still go out into the craziness. For them, football season
is just as much apart of the going out culture as it is apart of the
sports world. It’s a chance to buy new gear, or break out retro-

W
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outfits from your parents’ closet. It’s also a time where you spend
your entire day with your best friends and where you’ll make life
long memories as long as you don’t drink them all away.
And there are the anti-fanatics. The people who don’t care
about football whatsoever and prefer to spend their day in the
library (we’re just guessing here, we aren’t hating either way). There’s
comradery in that. Perhaps you and your friend vehemently hate
football and prefer to spend your Saturdays elsewhere. Either way,
football season is influencing you.
Regardless if you are watching the games, pregaming just for
the hell of it, or somewhere in between, there’s something that
football season offers for everyone. And instead of taking a deep
analysis about what’s going down on the field, we wanted to
highlight the magic that happens off the field. %
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Opinion:

Growing Pains
BY M ITCH H OOP E R

I

f you love something, you should hold it to a higher standard.
And if this offseason has shown us anything, it’s just that.
I didn’t come to Ohio State for game days.
I’ve watched my share of Buckeye games, sure, but my love
for the university comes from a different place.
It’s the friends I met on campus.
The professors I grew connections with.
The memories I made at the bars, in my old apartment, or out and
about on campus.
Ohio State’s campus became home to me and maybe that’s why I
love the university so much.
But with everything that has occurred over the offseason—notably
the allegations from and against Zach and Courtney Smith—there has
been a clear line drawn in the sand. For some, the investigation was
too light and Ohio State should’ve been harder on Urban Meyer for
his handling of this. Most in this group point beyond the allegations
of abuse and into other potential character flaws of the former wide
receivers coach. It may also appear that if you think the suspension
rather than a firing was the justified outcome of the investigation,
then you don’t care about domestic abuse victims.
For the others, it’s focusing on the murky waters that have come
to surface. They’ll point to the fact that no arrests were ever made
and that it’s not the job of Meyer to babysit everyone on the team. I’d
argue that it is the job of Meyer to keep control of his program, and
he echoed these sentiments with his comments at the media press
conference after the investigation, saying it ultimately falls back on
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him. It may also appear that if you think there should’ve been no punishment at all, you only care about winning football games.
But is it possible that you can both agree that allowing Urban to
keep his job was justified, and that someone embroiled in domestic
abuse allegations should not be employed by the university? I think it
is. And I think it sends a larger message about rooting out problematic
behavior within a complex system the size of Ohio State.
A clear-cut punishment has been served to those who were involved. Urban is on a three-game suspension, AD Gene Smith is also
on a suspension, and Zach Smith is currently unemployed. Sure, you
can make the case that perhaps the university should’ve been harder
on Urban and Gene for how long these allegations have gone on, but
that doesn’t mean a precedent hasn’t been set on many levels.
Talks at the press conference immediately after the decision
brought up the idea of systematic changes to the hiring practices as
well as investigative practices. While these do not help what allegedly
occurred between Courtney Smith and her now ex-husband, my hope
is this decision will serve as a reminder that this should begin to shine a
brighter light on the darker sides of athletics. The problem here wasn’t
so much that Urban and Gene were condoning domestic abuse in an attempt to win football games, rather, it was that this is a problem rooted
into the culture of sports and from time-to-time, it shows its ugly face.
Ohio State cannot foster an environment that condones toxic or problematic behavior and the suspension of Urban and Gene along with the
firing of Zach shows how OSU will not tolerate it in the future.

Whether you watched Buckeye football or
not, everyone was talking about it. People who
never thought about domestic abuse were
forced to think, “What would I have done differently in that situation?” People also didn’t
hesitate to post those thoughts online. And
that’s why this investigation is important beyond just how Ohio State handles it. Outside
and inside voices from across the country now
have a stance on athletics and domestic abuse.
A conversation has been started, and it’s one
that needs to be continually checked in on.
It serves as a precedent for other universities who might one day be in a similar
situation. Universities like Penn State and
Michigan State have tainted and questionable histories due to scandals and how the
university decided to handle them, and the
same could’ve been said for Ohio State had no
action been taken. Red flags should’ve been
noticed sooner. But these are the growing
pains that OSU must go through in order to
evolve with society around us. And as one of
the largest state colleges in the country, we
have a duty to influence and set examples on
a national stage.
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ROAD
AN INSIDER’S GUIDE TO MAKING
THE MOST OUT OF AWAY GAMES
BY 1870 STAF F

T

here’s no question that catching another Buckeye victory in the Horseshoe is an unmatchable feeling.
From singing Carmen, Ohio with the athletes, rushing the field after a huge win, or hitting the town
afterwards to celebrate, football Saturdays are an all-day event.
But we can’t enjoy the luxuries of the Shoe every weekend. Unfortunately, the Buckeyes
sometimes have to hit the road to earn their victories, and we’re thinking it might be time for you to pack up
your bags and follow suit for a weekend.
The Buckeyes will be on the road to face Penn State, Maryland, Purdue, and Michigan State, and we found
some students from each state to show us the proper way to do a road game while still keeping all the emotions
and feelings you get while pregaming and celebrating on Ohio State’s campus.
Pack your bags (with only Ohio State gear, duh)—it’s time for a road trip.

Bailey Decker | Pennsylvania Native
No game day can start without
grabbing some pre-game food.
What’s the go-to place to get
some good grub?
Gumby’s Pizza for sure.
Who doesn’t love a solid
carb meal of pizza sticks
without the sauce?
Does Pennsylvania have
any special dishes or food
options that are a must
try?
Berkey Creamery ice cream
is the best! There are so many
choices and all of them are so good.
Everyone says the freshman 15 comes from
somewhere and there’s a reason the creamery is right by the freshman
dorms. You’ll also have to get Primanti Bros [commonly referred to as
PMan’s] cheese wedges. The gooyiness of the cheese is to die for, and
as you bite it, the wedge breaks and it’s melty amazingness!
What’s the best place to grab a drink before the big game?
If you choose the bar scene, my favorite places are Primanti Bros
and Mad Mex. Mad Mex has an outside bar and margs that are
dangerously good! Tailgates are way more the place to be though.
How do we get to the stadium?
Uber everywhere. You can also walk and get your steps in and try to
burn off all the booze you’ve probably been ingesting! It’s an uphill
battle though and coming from downtown it’s about a one to two
mile walk.

Are there anything places that are overhyped?
Nittany Shrine is 100% the most over hyped part of Penn State. It’s
cool to take pictures in front of, but other than that it’s not like you
can actually hang out there.
Bailey Carr | Transferred to Ohio State
from Purdue
What’s the go-to place to get
some good grub?
Triple X is definitely the
campus landmark. It is hard
to miss, perched on the hill
that leads into campus,
with its orange and black
building. It’s been featured
on Diners, Drive Ins, and
Dives, and its claim to
fame is the Duane Purvis
burger—a burger with peanut
butter spread on it.
What’s the best place to grab a
drink before the big game?
There are really only a few bars on Purdue’s version of High Street,
called State Street. There is a Brother’s, but Purdue’s iconic bar is
called Harry’s Chocolate Shop. Brother’s is the more typical college
sports bar with tv’s and whatnot, and is more spacious. Harry’s is
the better classic dive bar with corner booths and free popcorn, and
I personally think Harry’s should be hit up after the game, so there
is more time to enjoy it without having to worry about remaining
functional enough to make it to the game. %

If the Buckeyes win, where’s the best spot to celebrate and what
drink do you recommend?
PMans is the essential college bar with crappy bathrooms and cheap
drinks that will get you nice and buzzed. Get a $2 mind eraser, and
yes it does exactly what the name implies. If Pman’s isn’t your scene
head over to The Street Beaver. There will for sure be a rally there. Be
careful, though. Kids will swing and climb on light posts so watch out.
What’s the best brunch/breakfast place to treat that dreadful
hangover?
Waffle Shop for sure. Nothing is more curable than extra crispy home
fries or their homemade waffles. When waffle is the name you know
the waffles are gonna be done right. Their Cinnamon-Apple Waffle is
a crowd pleaser especially once fall hits! There’s nothing better.
What are the most Insta-worthy spots
around the area?
In the stadium getting lifted
or crowd surfing, going into
PMans and getting a picture
with all your cute friends,
Old Main’s lawn, on the
top of Mount Nittany,
in Field Burger & Tap
in game day clothes, on
the front porch of all the
crazy greek houses, and in
the arboretum!
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How do we get to the stadium?
Being that most hotels are either across the river from campus or a
few minutes away, Uber is probably the best way to reach the stadium.
However, if you are already on campus, the stadium is easily walkable.
If you are at the bars beforehand, it is probably about a 20 minute
walk to the stadium.
It’s a big if, but IF the Buckeyes lose, where’s the best spot to sulk
and what drink do you recommend?
Harry’s! Its going to be a rough one if we lose—we’ll have been bested
by a historically irrelevant football team. And not only that, but bested
by a team that runs out onto their football field by following Purdue
Pete in a choo choo train. It’s going to sting. So hit up Harry’s, drink
Jack on the rocks, and puke up their popcorn. You are not an official
visitor of Purdue until you puke up Harry’s popcorn.
Post-game Sunday scaries got ya
down?
My favorite brunch place
from my time there is called
Another Broken Egg Café.
They have awesome
brunch food, but also
usually a long wait to get
in. Another good spot is
called Town and Gown
Bistro. I believe they do
mimosa pitchers there.
What are the most Instaworthy spots around the
area?
The most Insta-worthy spots I can
think of to showcase your time in West
Lafayette are the Purdue archway that leads to campus off the
engineering mall, one of the fountains in the middle of campus, or the
iconic bell tower.
Are there anything places that are overhyped?
On their campus there is a spot where a railroad is that is supposed
to be symbolic of something, as well as an engineering feat called the
clapping circle that makes a weird noise that only the person who
claps in it can hear...I wouldn’t say either landmark is so interesting
that time really needs taken to visit it. A much better investment of
time would be at Harry’s or Triple X!
Abigail Werner | Maryland Native
Does Maryland have any special dishes or food options that are a
must try?
If you are coming to Maryland, it is a must to try crabs or even just a
good crab dip if you don’t have the time to sit down for the process
that is a Maryland crab boil. If you are staying in College Park,
Looney’s Pub is a great option to grab some hot crab dip, crab nachos,
a crab pretzel, Crab Balls, Crabby Fries, crab soup, crab cakes, and
more. I could go on but you get the big picture, Maryland is proud of
our affinity for crabs.
Now food is great and all, but what’s the best place to grab a
drink before the big game?
The three primary (and basically only) bars on campus are R.J.
Bentley’s, Turf, and Cornerstone. Bars may be a more convenient
choice if you’re coming to College Park in your scarlet and grey, but
there are always a lot of Buckeye fans in town on game day tailgating
near the fields and parking lots so it could be a good opportunity to
meet some new people!
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How do we get to the stadium?
The vast majority of people walk to the stadium being that it is
located relatively centrally to campus and the campus itself is not
too big. More often than not, the bus system at UMD will become
more of a hassle than a convenience, especially on a busy game
weekend. If you’re pregaming far off campus and have the money
to spend, using a rideshare program is a viable option but the
roads in and around campus can get pretty congested—especially
considering all the tailgates in the parking lots—so walking could
save you some time and money.
If the Buckeyes win, where’s the
best spot to celebrate and what
drink do you recommend?
For college age kids, the
go-to bar on campus would
definitely be R.J. Bentleys
(better known as Bent’s),
which most closely
resembles College Park’s
version of Midway. It’s
very quintessential college,
very messy, but very fun.
However be warned that there
is an entrance cover charge
that varies from person to person,
depending on whatever the bouncer
feels like asking from you. I’ve seen
people be charged a cover of $4 just to have their friend behind them
charged up to $20, so be nice to your bouncers!

Madi Cano | Frequently visits family near
East Lansing for MSU games
No game day can start without grabbing
some pre-game food. What’s the go-to
place to get some good grub?
Coney Island—it’s such a Michigan thing to go
there. Also, Pizza House and Gigi’s Cupcakes.
And how do we get to the stadium? Is bus/
ride sharing the best route, or is it within
walking distance?
Campus is huge, so definitely Uber.
On the other hand, if the Buckeyes lose,
where’s the best spot to sulk and what
drink do you recommend?
I would just drive home. They’ll start doing
their stupid windmill hand motion and want
to relive their win from 2015.
Sadly not everyone is 21, do you have any
suggestions?
They’re super strict about fake ID’s. Just try
to tailgate instead.
What are the most Insta-worthy spots
around the area?
Spartan statue in front of the stadium
(definitely do an O-H-I-O pic and make him
dot the I).

Sadly not everyone is 21, do you have any suggestions for the
them on their visit?
When I was younger my family and I would attend the tailgates that
take place in the campus parking lots before the games. Plenty of
families with people of all ages set up tents and chairs out there with
cornhole games and lots and lots of food. When Ohio State played
at Maryland two years ago, I went home and there were plenty of
Buckeye fans with tents, music, and food that were willing to share
and sing some chants at passers-by.
Post-game Sunday scaries got ya down?
My friends that go to the University of Maryland and have much
more experience in this area recommended the College Park Diner.
It is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, offering up classic American
diner food at a relatively affordable price. What more could you need?
There is an iHOP down the road from the campus if you are more
comfortable staying in your comfort zone, but the College Park Diner
would be the best option to really immerse yourself in the campus
scene for the weekend.
What are the most Insta-worthy spots around the area?
The McKeldin Library mall is arguably one of the most photogenic
areas of Maryland’s campus, extra points if you take a pic with your
feet dangling in the fountain that runs down the mall. The mall is just
a classic college quad, think the Oval except much larger and less…
oval. Marylanders will definitely recognize this spot, but if you want
to make your presence a little more obvious to your followers, take a
picture with the Testudo statue in front of McKeldin library. Testudo
the Terrapin is Maryland’s mascot and they rub his nose for good luck
and even leave peace offerings at his feet during exam season.

Are there any cool or up-and-coming spots
near where the campus is?
Grand River is just like our High Street.
Are there anything places that are
overhyped here?
Red Cedar River Trail. #
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THE OSU
FOOTBALL

MOST LIKELY TO
HAVE LIL PUMP'S
''GUCCI GANG" ON
THEIR PRE-GAME
PLAYLIST

PLAYER WHO
PROBABLY HAS THE
MOST HAIR CARE
PRODUCTS IN THEIR
SHOWER
NOAH DONALD

SUPERLATIVES
P H OTO S P R OV I D E D BY T H E O H I O S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y D E PA R T M E N T O F AT H L E T I C S

D

o you remember back in high school, at the end
of the year when seniors got to vote on who was
most likely to succeed and who was the class
clown? You know, all those boring, generic awards that
were given out that really never mattered as much as
they should have? It probably started a war in your school
because Jessica S. won best hair when everyone knows
Jessica C. had way better hair.

I’m sure you remember, and I’m sure members of the
Ohio State football team remember as well. Though the
athletes on the current Buckeye squad seek both personal
and team accolades this season, we wanted to give them
some of our own superlatives, 1870 style.

BEST BROMANCE
DWAYNE HASKINS
AND DEMARIO MCCALL

MOST LIKELY TO BE
COMPARED TO THE
"PERCY HARVIN"
POSITION

LIAM MCCULLOUGH

MITCH ROSSI

CLASS OF 2018
BY W YAT T C R O S H E R

MOST LIKELY TO
HAVE BEEN AN
EXTRA IN "GREASE"

PLAYER MOST
LIKELY TO SURF ON
OFF DAYS

BEST NAME FOR AN
ACTION MOVIE HERO
MASTER TEAGUE

ZACH HOOVER

MOST LIKELY TO
WISH HE SHARED
A NAME WITH A
DIFFERENT FORMER
BUCKEYE
JONATHON COOPER

PLAYER THAT LOOKS
LIKE HE FORGOT HOW
TO SMILE
OWEN FANKHAUSER

MOST LIKELY TO PISS
OFF MARK MAY FOR
REASONS UNKNOWN

PARRIS CAMPBELL

TATE MARTELL

MOSTLY LIKELY TO
BE CONFUSED WITH
SWAE LEE
SHAUN WADE

PLAYER WHO TOLD
THE BARBER THEY
WANT THE GERALD
FROM HEY, ARNOLD!
HAIR CUT
JERRON CAGE

BEST TWITTER
ACCOUNT TO FOLLOW
DRE’MONT JONES
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PLAYER WITH A
NAME THAT ISN'T
SPELLED AT ALL
HOW IT SOUNDS
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DRUE CHRISMAN

PLAYER THAT LOOKS
THE MOST LIKE
PRESIDENT MICHAEL
DRAKE
JEFFREY OKUDAH

PLAYER THAT
LOOKS THE MOST
LIKE TRIPPIE
REDD BEFORE THE
TATTOOS

MOST LIKELY TO
HAVE BLINKED
DURING THE
PHOTOSHOOT

PLAYER WHO WILL
PROBABLY STILL BE
GETTING ID'D AT 27

L'CHRISTIAN SMITH

AMIR RIEP

KORY CURTIS
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THE
ULTIMATE
TEAM

BUILDING BUCKS

WE GIVE YOU SOME FAKE MONEY AND A TIME MACHINE—YOU GIVE US YOUR ALL-TIME OSU FOOTBALL TEAM
BY M ITC H H OOP E R

very season brings new faces and
leaders to the spotlight when it comes
to Buckeye football. Names like Archie and
Eddie—no last name needed—instantly
come to mind as iconic athletes who have
set the standard of excellence for those
after them, while names like J.T. Barrett
and Zeke Elliott serve as a reminder that
we could potentially be watching the best
years of football Ohio State has had in its
decorated history.
M I TC H H O O P E R
In a dream scenario, we could hop
into a time machine and put together an
very season brings new faces and
ultimate team of Buckeyes and watch
leaders to the spotlight when it
them destroy any opponent placed in front
comes to Buckeye football. Names
of them. Unfortunately, I don’t see any
like Archie Griffin and Eddie George
flying DeLoreans within the outerbelt,
instantly come to mind as iconic athletes
but I do see a laundry list of players that
who have set the standard of excellence
could be combined together to create for
for those after them while names like
some pretty interesting teams. What if Ted
JT Barrett and Ezekiel Elliott serve as
Ginn Jr. and Braxton Miller teamed up
a reminder that we could potentially be
for the fastest option threat offense in the
watching the best years of football Ohio
country? Would you have been able to stop
State has ever had in its decorated history.
a defense anchored by Chris Spielman and
Joey Bosa?
In a dream scenario, we could hop into
There’s no singular right way to
a time machine and put together an
do this—just a wrong way. The rules are
ultimate team of Buckeyes and watch them
simple: you have $25 to create the all-time
destroy any opponent place in front of
best Buckeye squad. You can be under
them. Unfortunately, I don’t see any flying
the allotted amount, but you cannot be
DeLoreans within the outerbelt, but I do
over. Each player is valued from $1 to $5
see a laundry list of players that could be
and you must select a player from each
combined together to create for some pretty
option. Without further ado, let’s start
interesting teams. What if Troy Smith
building these teams, and perhaps more
and Eddie George were in the backfield
importantly, arguing why your team is
together? Or if Ted Ginn Jr. and Braxton
clearly better than Chad’s.
Miller teamed up for the fastest option
threat offense in the country?
Think your team is the best? Shoot us
your ultimate squads on Facebook,
There’s no singular right way to do this,
Twitter, or Instagram!
just a wrong way. The rules are simple: you
have $20 to create the all-time best Buckeye
squad. You can be under the allotted
amount, but you cannot be over. Each
player is valued from $1 to $5 and you must
select a player from each option. Without
further ado, let’s start building these teams,
and perhaps more importantly, arguing
why your team is clearly better than your
roommate’s team.

E

QUARTERBACKS:

DEFENSIVE FRONT

$5: Troy Smith
$4: J.T. Barrett
$3: Braxton Miller
$2: Terrelle Pryor
$1: Craig Krenzel

$5: Joey Bosa
$4: Mike Vrabel
$3: Will Smith
$2: Jim Stillwagon
$1: Luke Fickell

RUNNING BACKS:
LINEBACKER
$20 TO BUILD BUCKEYE
GREATNESS

E

$5: Archie Griffin
$4: Ezekiel Elliott
$3:QUARTERBACK
Eddie George
$2:$5:
Maurice
Clarett
Troy Smith
$1:$4:
Beanie
Wells
JT Barrett
$3: Terrelle Pryor
$2: Braxton Miller
WIDE RECEIVERS:
$1: Craig Krenzel
$5: David Boston
$4:RUNNING
Cris CarterBACK
$3:$5:
Terry
Glenn
Archie
Griffin
$2:$4:
Ted
Ginn Jr.
Ezekiel
Elliott
$1:$3:
Michael
EddieThomas
George
$2: Beanie Wells
$1: Maurice Clarett

KICKER:

RECEIVER
$5:WIDE
Mike Nugent
David
Boston
$4:$5:
Vlade
Janakievski
Cris
Carter
$3:$4:
Ryan
Pretorius
JoeyBasil
Galloway
$2:$3:
Drew
Ted
Ginn Jr.
$1:$2:
Sean
Nuernberger
$1: Michael Thomas
KICKER
$5: Mike Nugent
$4: Vlade Janakievski
$3: Ryan Pretorius
$2: Drew Basil
$1: Sean Nuernberger

YOUR PICK:
$____ (QB) ___________________
$____ (RB) ___________________

Mitch Hooper
$4 JT Barrett
$1 Beanie Wells
$4 Cris Carter
$2 Drew Basil
$5 Joey Bosa
$1 Mike Doss
$5 Chris Spielman
$3 Jim Tressel

$____ (WR) __________________

$____ (K) _____________________
$5: Chris Spielman
$____ (DF) ___________________
$4: Andy Katzenmoyer
$____ (LB) ___________________
$3: AJ Hawk
DEFENSIVE FRONT
$____ (DB) ___________________
$2: James Laurinaitis
$5: Chris Spielman
$1 Ryan Shazier $4: Joey Bosa $____ (HC) ___________________
$3 Andy Katzenmoyer
$2: AJ Hawk
DEFENSIVE BACK
$1: James Laurinaitis
$5: Antoine Winfield
$4: Jack Tatum DEFENSIVE BACK
$3: Malcolm Jenkins
$5 Malcolm Jenkins
$2: Chris Gamble $4 Jack Tatum
$1: Mike Doss
$3 Antoine Winfield
$2 Chris Gamble
$1 Mike Doss

HEAD COACH:

$5: Woody Hayes
$4: Urban Meyer
$3: Jim Tressel
$2: Earle Bruce
$1: John Cooper

STAFF
PICKS

HEAD COACH
$5: Woody Hayes
$4: Urban Meyer
$3: Jim Tressel
$2: Earle Bruce
$1: John Cooper

YOUR
PICK

TJ Neer
$3 Braxton Miller
$4 Ezekiel Elliott
$2 Ted Ginn, Jr.
$2 Drew Basil
$5 Joey Bosa
$3 AJ Hawk
$2 Chris Gamble
$4 Urban Meyer

Wyatt Crosher
$5 Troy Smith
$3 Eddie George
$1 Michael Thomas
$2 Drew Basil
$5 Joey Bosa
$4 Andy Katzenmoyer
$2 Chris Gamble
$3 Jim Tressel

Think your team is the best? Shoot us
your ultimate squads on Twitter or
Instagram (@1870mag)!

$____ (QB) ___________________
$____ (RB) ___________________
$____ (WR) __________________
$____ (K) _____________________
$____ (DF) ___________________
$____ (LB) ___________________
$____ (DB) ___________________
PHOTO
BY
$____ (HC) __________________
_
DAVID H E ASLE Y
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DEFEND
YOUR HOME

NEBRASKA
CORNHUSKERS

The Buckeye Standup Comedy Club dishes out
some trash talking tips for OSU’s home games
]

Fun facts about Nebraska

BY 1870 STAF F

1.)
e as Ohio State fans
are known for a
few things: winning
games, drinking beer,
and trash talking the
opposing team. Iconic moments
in Ohio State trash talking history
like when Marcus Hall flipped the
bird to the entire Michigan stadium
come to mind, and keeping traditions alive is something we must
do as fans. No, we can’t get on the
field and let the opposing team
know your feelings towards them,
but we sure as hell can yell it at the
fans in the stands.
The Buckeye Standup Comedy
Club is no newcomer when it comes
to cracking jokes and they don’t shy
away when football season rolls
around. There’s tons of ways to
laugh about these teams. Take our
little brother, Michigan, for example. Their head coach eats boogers,
probably wears khakis to bed, and is
afraid of chickens. But, do we really
need to trash talk Michigan? We’ve
been handing them L’s on the field
for who knows how long now.
As for the rest of the teams
OSU faces this year? They are open
and free game. With a few fun facts
about each university and state,
here’s how the BSCC is talkin’ trash
to OSU’s unfortunate opponents
this year.

W
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RUTGERS
SCARLET KNIGHTS

Fun facts about New Jersey

TULANE
GREEN WAVE

2.)

Fun facts about Louisiana

3.)
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

5.)

New Jersey is commonly referred to as “the armpit
of America.”
Jersey Shore. Just Jersey Shore.
Ohio State has outscored Rutgers 163-7 in the last
three meetings.
New Jersey once tried to claim “eminent domain”
on an elderly woman’s house so Donald Trump
could build a limo parking lot on the space.
It is illegal to slurp your soup in New Jersey.

New Jersey is often seen as just a highway
between NYC and Philadelphia, in that way
Rutgers is like a rest stop, somewhere to take
a break and then move on to somewhere else
more fulfilling. — Andrew Muller
Did you know that the last time Rutgers scored
a point against Ohio State, Fetty Wap had the
#1 album in the country?
— Joseph Grunenwald

New Jersey is known for having shitty
obnoxious people but not as shitty and
obnoxious as New York City. New Jersey is
shitty at being shitty. — Andrew Muller
You know someone is from New Jersey when
they say they’re from New York, but whispers
in case a real New Yorker hears them.
— Andrew Muller
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1.)

2.)

3.)
4.)

5.)

Louisiana has one of the largest
alligator populations in the
country and the hide/meat
bring in a collective $57 million
a year.
Additionally, if you are caught
stealing an alligator, you could
face up to 10 years in jail.
The official state drink of
Louisiana is milk.
When Nicolas Cage passes
away, he will be buried in a
pyramid tomb in Louisiana that
he had specially designed.
It’s a $500 fine to surprise your
friend with a pizza delivery.

Ironically, the worst part of
the Louisiana Purchase is
Louisiana. — Andrew Muller
You know what’s better than
Tulane? FOUR-lane!
— Joseph Grunenwald

Tulane has an average ACT
range of 29-32, and I applied
with a 35 and got rejected.
This isn’t trash talk I’m just
bitter. — BSCC Staff

4.)

5.)

There’s so few people living in Nebraska
that on home football games, the
Nebraska football stadium is the third
largest population in the state.
Nebraska got their name “the
Cornhuskers” from a sports writer who
“borrowed” it from its neighboring state,
Iowa.
Nebraska doesn’t have a state food,
but the fast food joint “Runza” is super
popular. It’s speciality dish? A smelly and
healthy portion of beef and cabbage.
There’s a six-foot tall statue of Chef
Boyardee in Omaha. It’s worth noting Chef
Boyardee is not from Nebraska.
For whatever reason there is a lighthouse
in Nebraska even though it is a landlocked
state.

INDIANA
HOOSIERS

Fun facts about Indiana

MINNESOTA
GOLDEN GOPHERS

1.)

1.)

2.)

3.)
4.)

Nebraska is the birthplace of perhaps
the most boring best holiday: Arbor
Day. — BSCC Staff
Nebraska more like Nebras-”nuh uh!”
— Harrison Bierderman

If you Google “things to do in
Nebraska,” the top result is to visit their
mound of sand. — BSCC Staff
The best part about Nebraska is the
dead center of the state, because any
way that you go from there, you would
be leaving Nebraska.

5.)

Fun facts about Minnesota

People in Indiana are still debating on what
a “Hoosier” actually is. Did we mention
they are the literal “Hoosier State”?
Many cities in Indiana are in different time
zones than their neighboring cities and
there’s hot debate on whether or not some
cities are in the correct time zone.
Indiana used to have a goldfish farm back
in 1899.
Indiana produces 20% of the country’s
popcorn supply and they are really proud
about it.
Indiana has never won a national
championship, had a Heisman winner, or
ever spent a week at No. 1 in the standings.
It’s worth noting they’ve played in 1,194
games in their entire existence and have
only won 478 of those games.

2.)
3.)

4.)

5.)

Minnesota produces more turkeys each
year than there are people in the state of
California.
There are more white-tailed deer in
Minnesota than there are college students.
Minnesota has thousands of lakes
in or around the state making for a
large mosquito problem. Fake tourism
websites for Minnesota go as far to say
“Save A Minnesotans, Eat A Mosquito”
and “Minnesota: 10,000 Lakes and
10,000,000,000 Mosquitos!”
Another fake slogan: “There Are Only
3 Things You Can Grow in Minnesota:
Colder, Older, & Fatter”
Since 1982, Ohio State has not lost a game
to Minnesota. Currently the Buckeyes are
on a 9-game win streak.

Indiana more like India-”nah fam.”

Minnesota more like Minne-”so dumb!”

— Harrison Biederman

— Harrison Biederman

A Hoosier hasn’t won anything of
importance since Gene Hackman was
there head coach. — Bobby Strachan

Did you know that winter lasts 3 times
longer in Minnesota?

The only good thing to ever come from
Indiana is a fictional mini-horse from a
fictional city. RIP Li’l Sebastian.

The closest thing to a decent football
player to ever come out of Minnesota
was that Prince hologram at the Super
Bowl. — Zack White

— Joseph Grunenwald

— Joseph Grunenwald

“Cornhusker” sounds like a Luke
Bryan song concept that got axed for
pandering too much. — Zack White

— Joseph Grunenwald
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B Y W YAT T C R O S H E R | P H O T O B Y DAV I D H E A S L E Y

hen-unranked Penn State in 2016, unranked Iowa in 2017, there seems to be one of them every year.
Ohio State is almost always considered a top-tier team in the nation, but there are always games that
seemingly come out of nowhere and give the Buckeyes a hard time in the schedule.
We aren’t looking at Michigan, Penn State, TCU or even Michigan State for this one, as these are

not really “trap” games, but games that are meant to be tough competition for Ohio State. No, it is those supposedly
low-level, 30-point favorite matchups that COULD—emphasis on COULD—give Ohio State some trouble this season.
I will cop out and say I expect Ohio State to win all of these games I mention here. This is a stacked roster that has
plenty of talent to wipe these opponents out by halftime. But, just like fans that only buy tickets to the big games, it is
possible that the Buckeyes overlook some opponents, and that is where these matchups come in.
These are the three matchups I think Ohio State could get punished for if they happen to overlook them.

3

Home vs Indiana

2

Home vs Nebraska

1
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2017 Record: 5-7 | Last Ohio State Matchup: L, 49-21 (2017)
The Hoosiers are the least likely of these mostly because of recent history: they haven’t defeated Ohio
State since 1988. Still, this Indiana team has been no pushover, losing by single digits twice in the past six
matchups. Arizona transfer quarterback Brandon Dawkins looks to give the Hoosiers a stronger leader
under center, but what makes this a trap game is where Indiana comes on the schedule: the week after a
road game against Penn State. The game after Penn State, you say? Doesn’t ring a bell.

2017 Record: 4-8 | Last Ohio State Matchup: L, 56-14 (2017)
Yes, I know the Cornhuskers have been not just destroyed, but brutally annihilated by Ohio State the last
two seasons. A combined score of 118-17 over two years is a lot to overlook, but I’m doing it anyways. New
head coach Scott Frost is fresh off a perfect season at Central Florida, and he is taking over a program that
finished 9-4 only two years before. Ohio State has an easy few weeks before this matchup, so maybe they will
be lulled into a false sense of security? I’m not reaching, you are.

Away vs Maryland
2017 Record: 4-8 | Last Ohio State Matchup: L, 62-14 (2017)
If I’m picking any game for Ohio State to get upset, it’s Maryland. The place on the schedule is there: a week
after a road game against Michigan State. The Maryland team should have a much stronger offense this year,
especially in the run game. With that being said, Ohio State has had no problems with Maryland in recent
years, destroying them EVEN MORE than Nebraska the last two seasons (124-17 combined score). This game
is enough of a surprise to catch the Buckeyes off guard, and it makes enough sense coming off a tough week
against MSU with the back-to-back road games. No upset is easy to pick, that’s what makes it an upset, but
the Terrapins should be highlighted as the ultimate trap game to look for.
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